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Summary
Removing near-surface effects in the processing of 3C data is key to exploiting the information provided by
converted waves. Receiver-side corrections may need a more accurate approach than source-side
corrections due to the complex character of S-wave propagation in the near-surface. In this study a
raypath-consistent approach is used to correct the S-wave near-surface effects. This is achieved by
transforming the data sorted in receiver gathers to the -p domain and performing cross-correlation and
convolution operations to capture and subtract the near-surface effects from the data. Results show that
this processing improves coherency and stacking power of shallow and deep events simultaneously.
Shallow events benefited most from this processing due to their wider range of reflection angles.

Introduction
Removing the near-surface effects from converted-wave seismic data is a critical step in the processing
of multicomponent data. Due to the nature of converted-wave propagation, receiver and source
corrections are handled differently. Source-side effects can be removed by using near-surface
corrections derived from the analysis of refracted P-waves. In contrast, the receiver-side corrections are
governed by S-wave velocities and refraction data are usually not available for this wave mode.
Henley (2012) introduced a method to remove S-wave near-surface effects by using interferometric
principles applied in the radial-trace (RT) domain. Cova et al. (2014) extended this idea to the -p
domain, where no assumptions about the velocity model underlying the wave propagation are imposed.
An important feature of this method is that near-surface effects are extracted from the reflected data.
Therefore, no first break analysis is needed. Moreover, Cova et al. (2014) shows how this methodology
accounts for the non-stationary character of the S-wave near-surface effects.
In this report we present a case study in which the near-surface effects were removed by using
interferometric principles in the ray-parameter domain. In contrast to the work presented by Cova et al.
(2014) a dataset with fairly complex geology is processed here.

Near-surface corrections
The processing work flow used in this study is based on the ideas presented by Cova et al. (2014) and
Henley (2012). In general, this flow consists in moving the data to a raypath-sensitive domain (i.e -p, radial
traces, etc), building common ray-parameter panels, computing pilot traces and cross-correlating them with
the input data. The output cross-correlation functions should capture the delays caused by the nearsurface. Therefore, they can be used as matching filters, which convolved with the original data remove the
near-surface effects. After completing these operations the data are returned to their original domain by
applying an inverse transformation.
The first step in the workflow to remove the near-surface effects is to sort the data into receiver gathers and
transform them to the -p domain. Figure 1 shows an example of a receiver gather both in x-t (left) and -p
domain (right). It is important that the parameters chosen for the transformation preserve all the important
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data originally recorded. For this reason we recommend to apply an inverse transform to the data, before
doing any further processing, and check to see whether the original data are fully recovered.

Figure 1: Receiver gather before (left) and after (right) transformation to the -p domain.
The next step is to sort the data into ray-parameter panels. Figure 2 (top) shows all the traces with a rayparameter value of −5×10−4 recorded at each receiver location. Then, pilot panels are computed by forcing
the events to show a continuous character. In this case a horizon that follows the structural trend of the
geology was picked and used to flatten the data. Then, a trim static correction and trace-mixing process
were applied to remove any shift between traces and smooth the amplitudes. Finally, the structural trend is
added back to the traces. Figure 2 (bottom) shows the pilot panel for the ray-parameter value −5×10−4.

Figure 2: (top) Ray-parameter panel p=−5×10−4. (bottom) Pilot panel computed for ray-parameter
p=−5×10−4.
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At this point, the principles of traveltime interferometry as defined by Schuster (2005) are invoked. The
following steps consist of a series of addition and subtraction of travel times by means of cross-correlation
and convolution operations. First, the near-surface effects are captured by cross-correlating the raw rayparameter panels with the pilot panels. Figure 3 (top) shows the output of this process. The spectrum of this
set of crosscorrelation functions have been whitened by using a spiking deconvolution. With this step, we
seek to produce a set of inverse filters with a wide enough spectrum that preserves the original spectrum of
the data during the next step. Finally, the near-surface effects are removed by convolving the raw rayparameter panels with the set of conditioned crosscorrelation functions. The output of this process is shown
in Figure 3 (bottom). There we can see how the continuity of the events has been improved by removing
the jittering that was present in the data.

Figure 3: (top) Cross-correlation functions produced between raw and pilot traces for the rayparameter
p=−5×10−4. (bottom) Ray-parameter panel p=−5×10−4 after convolution between the raw traces and the set
of cross-correlation functions.
After all the ray-parameter panels are corrected, the data is sorted back into receiver gathers and an
inverse -p tranformation is performed. Figure 4 displays common receiver stacks before and after nearsurface corrections. On these stacked sections spiking deconvolution and FX filters have been applied to
improve resolution and coherency of the events. Notice that this type of post-processing does not remove
the jittering present in the raw data (Figure 4, top). Only after removing the near-surface effects, the
continuity of the events is dramatically improved, especially in the shallower part of the section. The reason
for this is that, these events are the ones that may experience a wider range of reflection angles. Therefore,
they will be the most benefited by removing the near-surface effects in a ray-path consistent framework.
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Figure 4: Common receiver stacked sections before (top) and after (bottom) removing near-surface effects.

Conclusions
The ability of raypath-consistent corrections to accommodate near-surface effects for shallow and deep
events simultaneously is one of the most important features of this type of processing. In the processing of
deep reflection data the assumption of vertical raypath angles may be sufficient for the use of a surface
consistent approach. However, the very low velocity of S-waves and the ability of shallow events to reach
wider reflection angles requires a ray-path dependent framework. The methodology we showed in this
study demonstrates how this can be achieved even when the geology of the area presents some structural
complexity.
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